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In this month’s bumper,

combined July and

August CBDI Journal we

are focusing on reality.

We have several major

reports that show just

how far we have come

in two short years.

Yes it’s really two years since Microsoft
launched its .NET concepts on the
unsuspecting world! And much has
happened since then. Just two years ago
we were still in the Dot Com boom and
futuristic visions of unlimited connectivity
and device usage were de rigour. But
today we are in a radically different world
where cost justification and short term
ROI are the key drivers for infrastructure
and application development.

Yet notwithstanding the gloom and doom
of the bear market, the web services
concepts have flourished, and contrary
to popular opinion, (which tries to
suggest that no one is doing anything in
web services) the evidence is clear that
they are being embraced as a sensible
architecture that solves many of the
fundamental problems that we have
been tackling for years.

Just recently it was really good to see
Amazon offering its Associates a web
service facility, and it was obvious that
this wasn’t just a come-on to the geeks
out there, but a sensible approach to
increasing the integration between
Amazon and its Associates for mutual
business benefit.

In this month’s bumper, combined July
and August CBDI Journal we are
focusing on reality. We have several
major reports that show just how far we
have come in two short years. Whilst it
can be fashionable in some quarters to
knock Microsoft, we have to give them
credit for providing leadership together
with IBM in the web services market, and
last week I was pleased to visit Redmond
and get a detailed status report on just
where .NET is, and particularly where it’s
headed. Frankly today we see a very
different Microsoft from two years ago,
and its plans for .NET indicate real

progress in understanding the enterprise
market. They have made a number of
mistakes over the past couple of years,
and are showing they have learnt from
them. The vision for .NET now looks like
a serious enterprise solution platform.

In another major report we analyze some
rather interesting happenings at IBM. In a
recent newswire we commented on the
new IBM strategy that places WSDL not
SOAP at the center of the universe. If you
haven’t seen it, take a look at Morphing
the Web Services Concept, in the
newswire dated 25th July. In essence
IBM are bringing service architectures to
CICS, IMS, Java stateless session beans
and COM. We report on a set of products
that are quietly bringing a service based
revolution to the internal enterprise
application space and illustrate the
evolving service architecture. We also
publish some letters that comment on
this trend.

Sometimes it’s easy to forget
components. We've been there and done
that! Yet component technologies still
need development and we need to
ensure that components integrate with
the new service standards. So I am
really pleased this month to publish a
paper by John Cheesman, co-author of
the influential and widely “used” book on
UML components. John now looks
forward and makes suggestions on how
we need to be evolving the component
technologies.

Don’t forget, do let us have your
feedback and opinions on all the reports
and articles and we will be delighted to
publish them in the Letters Page

Regards
David Sprott
david.sprott@cbdiforum.com

Editorial
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By David Sprott Introduction
After two years of marketing hype and

publicity surrounding .NET Microsoft

presents a more realistic, mature position

today. So much has changed since those

heady days back in June 2000 when the

Dot Com boom was still in full swing and

the mobile revolution seemed to be just

around the corner. The .NET platform

vision was a concept that was ahead

of its time; promising interconnectivity

and services which were relevant to a

fully connected world where economic

justification was a minor priority in

relation to innovative business models,

market share and technology

advancement. 

Recently the entire Microsoft technical

management team including Bill Gates

plus Steve Ballmer spent a day briefing

industry analysts. They reviewed their

progress over the past two years and

looked forward to where .NET is heading.

.NET was very different to most Microsoft

initiatives, insofar as the initial launch and

vision was exceptionally far reaching.

With hindsight, further than anyone

including Microsoft realized at that time.

Today we are back to business as usual,

where the Microsoft vision is generally

restricted to a 12 to 18 month horizon,

articulated once the proof of concept

has been developed and can be

demonstrated. 

Since the initial launch of .NET in June 2000, Microsoft has

struggled to communicate the essence of .NET. Is it a

product, a framework, a platform, a portfolio strategy or a

loose conceptual framework for everything Microsoft does,

or all of these? Now almost exactly two years after the

launch, the foundations of .NET are starting to take real

shape and it’s time to take a hard look at how the reality

matches the original vision and how it will evolve. In this

report we provide guidance on how the .NET direction is

subtly changing and how Microsoft is learning from its own

and its customers’ experience. We read between lines and

conclude Microsoft is on course to establish a significant

lead over its competitors.

Where Next
for Microsoft’s .NET

Vendor Insight
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Where Next for Microsoft’s .NET continued...

services is going to be a much bigger
challenge than Microsoft originally
anticipated.

With software as a service, Microsoft’s
original announcement was received
very badly by customers and investors
alike. Customers didn’t understand the
rental option and investors couldn’t see
how Microsoft would transition its
business model. It seems probable that
Microsoft ran the numbers again and
decided to walk not run down this path. 

In its place is a more realistic multi-
dimensional vision that is focused on real
world problems that can be addressed in
a realistic timeframe.

● A comprehensive XML platform
providing massive improvements
in information and knowledge
management with web services
as the primary vehicle for
interoperability

● A strong internal business and
B2B focus tightly integrated with
personal productivity tools

● Highest levels of automation right
across the portfolio, not just
focused on personal productivity
but now extending throughout the
platform, taking advantage of the
semantic understanding present in
the underlying XML schemas to
provide for example mappings
from design to configuration,
deployment and diagnostics;
much better access to information;
massive improvements in the ways
that the portfolio of tools work in
collaboration.

What is .NET?
The rest of the industry, Microsoft's
major platform competitors plus the large
number of smaller companies providing

point product solutions, have now
largely embraced the Microsoft vision of
the service based environment. Creating
and consuming services is no longer a
competitive differentiator and Microsoft
is now setting a new vision that is
predicated on harnessing the service
based foundations.

Microsoft has continued to struggle to
articulate its strategy and interestingly
they have a new one liner to describe
.NET:

“Software to connect information,
people, systems and devices”

Strangely this description is
undifferentiated and we think Microsoft
needs to find a better way to articulate
how .NET is quite different from its
competitors. And given the recent
briefings it could be very different, for
example:

“A platform to automate collaborative
processes and knowledge
management involving individuals,
services and enterprises”

or

“Collaborative service automation
platform for integrating personal
productivity with enterprise processes
and information”

or

“Software to automate personal
and business usage of enterprise
processes and information for
individuals, employees, customers
and suppliers”

Where the .NET vision differs from its
competitors is in the intersection
between personal productivity and
business process, whilst their
competitors remain largely focused on
the server and have little to offer the

So today Microsoft is reflecting the
interesting times in which we live. They
now prioritize trust and security, stability,
performance, useful functionality with a
strong emphasis on intra as well as inter
business support, and a focus on near
term objectives which represent real
value for their customers and revenue
returns for Microsoft. They are careful
to set expectations, and Bill Gates
emphasized that .NET is a huge software
challenge, “probably tougher than any
other tackled” including sending men to
the moon. A long term project which
Ballmer characterized as “re-tooling of
an entire product line, to sit on top of
XML as the key standard, to create a new
standard for connecting...”.

The Evolving Vision
Two years ago Microsoft painted two
visionary images:

1. Of personal productivity tools
operating seamlessly across multiple
devices. Remember the traveler on
his way to the airport and being
notified of flight delays, and service
based agents rearranging flights,
hotels, surface transport and
meetings, not just for the traveler but
also his colleagues and other meeting
participants.

2. Of software delivered as a service,
with a massive shift away from
conventional software delivery
processes to on demand usage
and software rental.

This vision hasn't changed, but it will
happen “much” more slowly than
originally envisaged. Obviously macro
economics and the telecom sector crash
play a big part in the connectivity and
device space, but also reaching technical
maturity in secure, device independent 



productivity tools are used seamlessly
for personal and business environments,
and act as productivity aids in a
broader range of activities including use
of information access and process
involvement.

Collaboration - where collaborative
software applications are written by
people and enterprises that don’t have
to meet or even trust each other.

Status Check
Report Card
At the recent briefing Microsoft
presented its own scorecard, shown in
Table 1 together with our own ratings.
Microsoft’s own scores represent a
pretty honest assessment which in large
measure we agree with. However we
think hiding trust and security behind
Federation is a mistake, and given the
importance of the trust issue it needs to
be broken out.
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individual, either as an employee or
consumer in terms of a rich client. The
overriding thrust of the Microsoft vision
moving forward, is to maximize the
synergy between these through effective
automation around services and people
as illustrated in Figure 1. The key factors
here are:

Automation - tight integration or
interoperability between personal
productivity tools, semantically rich data
and process automation. Vertical
integration through the life cycle such
that designers capture XML based
metadata that allows more intelligent,
automated configuration and runtime
diagnostics.

Personal productivity - the person is
recognized as playing several roles
(individual, consumer, participant in
business process etc) and uses the same
devices and utilities but with different
context dependent on role; the personal 

.NET is a long term project

- “Probably tougher than

any other tackled including

sending men to the moon,

Bill Gates.

Re-tooling of an entire

product line, to sit on

top of XML as the key

standard, to create a new

standard for connecting”,

Steve Ballmer.

Figure 1: .NET Domains

continues...
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These provide a solid foundation for the
retooling of the remainder of the portfolio.

Building Block Services
Microsoft recognize they made a big
mistake with MyServices; they assumed
that the industry and their customers
would trust Microsoft with data storage,
providing reasonable safeguards and
guarantees were offered. Further they
focused too strongly on the technical
solution before solving the business
model issues. However they failed to
appreciate the widespread lack of trust
in Microsoft that is not restricted to
competitors and the media, but is a
consequence of years of sub-optimal
software product quality. This indicates
the size of the hill that MS have to climb
to regain trusted status, and it must be
said that in the recent briefings, it was
plain Microsoft management has taken
on board that difficult message.

Software As A Service
Over the past year there has been
significant progress in creating closer
relationships between Microsoft and 
the software consumer. Frequent

connections for activation, support,
upgrades, patches and enhancements
are now an integral part of Windows and
Office XP and MSN. However to date this
has been restricted to Microsoft’s own
software products and the numbers of
users is naturally paced by user upgrade
and rollout of latest versions. From a
business perspective, there has been
little or no progress on moving to
introduce software services on demand
and service rental.

Federation
In the federation arena, Microsoft
actually played a significant role in
creating the awareness of the problem
and requirement. But they lost early
leadership in this space by attempting to
shape industry solutions in a Microsoft
centric manner, and to win competitive
advantage in a space that everyone else
thinks must be open and competition
neutral. Today our working assumption is
that the modular, open nature of GXA,
together with industry wide support for
SAML, will allow any federation standard
to be implemented including compliance
with the Liberty Alliance specification
which has widespread business support.

Trust
It is also interesting that Microsoft uses
the term federation in its own
assessment scorecard, but not trust.
However federation is merely a subset of
the entire trust issue and needs to be
broken out separately. Of course the
issue for Microsoft is that their progress
to date is not yet evident.

In the briefing Jim Allchin accepted there
is a crisis in confidence on many levels,
saying “The PC as a device is incredibly
open”. Further he is right that the
industry hasn’t yet agreed on security
levels, standards and categorizations,
and that the absence of security and
trust is a major barrier to technology
purchase. He went on to explain the

Rallying the Industry
Clearly Microsoft has done a good job
at rallying the industry to the new web
services standards SOAP, WSDL, UDDI
and Global XML Architecture (GXA). The
consensus achieved on the base
standards is nothing short of amazing,
although we must recognize IBM’s role in
this is not insignificant. We also perceive
that working in a standards manner is
quite hard for Microsoft. Not surprisingly
they have a big learning curve to climb,
and they have yet to learn how to
cooperate and compete simultaneously
right across the industry. Others have
managed this in deeply competitive
situations, and Microsoft needs to find a
way to resolve this. However we must
recognize that Microsoft have made
huge progress in this area.

Toolsets and Infrastructure
The major achievement so far is clearly
the delivery of Visual Studio.NET the CLR
and .NET Framework. In addition the
.NET Servers, now properly enabled to
the framework and XML, are shipping
(Release Candidate 1) as we speak.

Microsoft’s
Own

Assessment

CBDI
Assessment

Rallying the industry

Toolsets and infrastructure

Building block services

Software as a service

Federation

Transformative User Experience

Trusted platform 

Note: I is Incomplete

A

A

C

C

I

I

A -

A

D

E

I

I

I

Table 1: Report Cards



cathartic process they are going through
to achieve trusted platform and tools
status. They commenced with the .NET
Servers project and stopped all
development work; created threat
models, using experts in coding
practices and problems, introduced new
tools and made a new focus on security.
The outcome is a change of mindset,
including policy changes such as:

● security by design, for example
the CLR is inherently secure

● security by default, initial product
settings shipped with secure status

● user in control, with full control
over personal data and control
over software delivery

● operationally secure through
training, guidance and certification
programs

The same process, policies and
techniques are being introduced
progressively across all platform
products. Microsoft knows the jury is out,
and its customers will be scrutinizing
every product delivery for evidence that
they have turned over a new leaf on
this issue.

Transformative User Experience
Microsoft uses the term transformative
user experience to refer to user centricity 
regardless of role or context. In other
words moving to a world where the
person is a first class object and the
device they are using semantically
understands the person, together with
their attributes and contexts, in order
to respond more intelligently. Not
much progress to date here. We are still
a password driven world, and the
overwhelming majority use PC’s and
software as utilities. However more of
this later.

The Next Two Years
Foundation Stabilizes and Extends
As we have indicated above, Microsoft
has done a good job of delivering a solid
foundation for .NET, illustrated in Figure
2. The task for the next two years is to roll
out the .NET architecture across the
entire portfolio and to take advantage of
the new architecture to create appropri-
ate integration and collaborations. 

We mentioned earlier that Microsoft is
being much more constrained in their
briefings, and it is clear that their plans

will extend right across and beyond the
current portfolio. However in this section 
we will examine the portfolio items that 
Microsoft is prepared to talk about, and
assess what this means for the broader
strategy.

Trusted Platform
Perhaps the greatest dilemma that
Microsoft has today is that its number
one priority is wholly dependent on a
standards process that is not entirely
under its control. Whilst Microsoft has
been joint architect of GXA together with
IBM, and is clearly progressing the
infrastructure layer supporting the new
standards, there was only passing
reference to them. We must assume this
is evidence that Microsoft is learning to
work a standards based process, where
their progress, and ability to brief on it is
constrained by the standards process.

However there are interesting strategic
moves in the pipeline which Microsoft is
talking about, for example the recently
announced Palladium initiative that may
eventually lead to profound changes in
the way that we establish trust.
Palladium is a combined software and
hardware architecture to create privacy,
integrity and data protection. At launch
time Palladium seemed to be Microsoft
floating an idea. Wisely perhaps because
there was considerable adverse reaction,
particularly to the Digital Rights
Management (DRM) aspects which
would run counter to popular sentiment
particularly in the music industry’s
customer base. However our current
understanding is that DRM is posited as
optional, and anyway the control offered
is likely to be welcomed universally by
business that has been struggling with
these issues for a long time. However
Jim Allchin provides some clarification
on the status of the initiative. He clearly
sees this as an essential component in
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least several devices, and would find
it useful to be able to manage their
communications channels. Microsoft
refer to a specialization of context -
presence, indicating where the person is,
and how they may be reached, and the
policies guiding that access.

Utilities and Devices become
Channels
Support for the management of context
and presence will be made available in
the Greenwich real time communications
server (RTC). This product manages
presence, context and channel and is
planed to ship in 1H03 providing API’s for
developers to switch between devices
and monitor presence and events.
Progressively there will be a proliferation
of devices and the Microsoft strategy is
to provide maximum transparency
across them.

XML Everywhere
At the heart of the Microsoft strategy is
XML throughout the platform. Providing
semantically tagged meta data and
business data enables easier access and
manipulation, improved searches and
many new opportunities for knowledge
management. In fact Microsoft use the
term Information Worker rather than
Knowledge Worker, because they believe
the pervasive availability of semantic
data will allow everyone using everyday
productivity tools to organize, view
and automatically analyze relevant
information. In this way they will act
as knowledge workers, and the
differentiation between information and
knowledge will become redundant. 

The next release of SQL Server, code
named Yukon, will be a significant XML
upgrade, including XML data types, full
text search capability and SOAP listener.
Importantly XML data may be published
as web services using simple tools that
create stored procedures.

Event Driven Systems
Even before the first web services toolkit
was delivered Microsoft recognized
the opportunity for alerts to improve
business processes. Alerts provide a
great way to enhance a process to
become proactive and or self monitoring.
Initial support for alerts was incorporated
into MSN which now has numerous
live implementations including the UK
Government (UK Online). The next stage
of this capability, enabled by the SQL
Server Notifications Server, is to enable
notifications from the database, which
addresses a much wider range of
business problems for example:

● location independent information
dissemination

● customer retention actions based
on transaction monitoring

● personalized marketing

● real time and periodic business
monitoring including security and
fraud applications

● personalized information delivered
in timely manner to the appropriate
device

The SQL Server Notification Server is
available in beta now.

Microsoft has the objective to enable
every web service and or web site with a
notification component, and anticipates
applications where relatively small
numbers of events generate millions of
notifications. With device independence
and presence management that allows
dynamic channel selection, is this a
killer app?

Real Improvements in Ease of Use
The PC is not a consumer product, ease
of use is more than a GUI screen, it’s
about the overall user experience,
particularly when something goes wrong.
A significant proportion of current PC

the overall trust strategy, characterizing it 
as “a very aggressive initiative” and
“designed to allow users to get more
control over how their data is accessed”.
However this is a long way off, and we
should not expect this to deliver in under
5 years as it requires significant hardware
modifications.

Person Becomes First Class Object
If you created a model of an operating
system of the future you would quickly
identify objects such as service,
business entity, person, context, and so
on. Once we can identify PERSON as
an object we can potentially create
systems that are useful to a person, that
enable authentication of the person,
independently of the person currently
using a particular service, or the person
in role as employee or customer or
supplier of a particular business entity.
Further the system can maintain
information about context, such that
interactions, messages and services can
be directed in an appropriate manner to
an appropriate device, using preset
policies. Further information can be
shared with individuals that can be
assigned roles such as author, reviewer,
subscriber etc, that drive access
policies. Individuals can be assigned to
multiple, overlapping or entirely separate
groups that allow business and personal
matters to be managed in a seamless
manner.

This model becomes important as we
start using different devices and
channels. One of the emerging issues
that was identified in the early .NET
vision was the multiplicity of address,
contact and telephone lists, and the
number of devices on which we can
potentially be reached. Whilst consumer
mass market usage of broadband and
mobile telecoms is still a little way off,
most business people today have at
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users are using Windows 95 and 98
simply for basic email, word processing
and web browsing, and for many of these
users Microsoft is set to provide an
attractive way forward that provides real
improvements in ease of use. Near term
improvements are designed to move the
PC into the living room with consumer
electronics standard UI, always on and
significant improvements in audio and
video quality. This allows them to offer
an attractive upgrade path, as well
considerably extend the overall market
opportunity. 

Media Center, which is available later
this year, is however an entirely new
product, with dedicated hardware such
as remote control, IR ports and more
sophisticated video and sound cards.
This equipment will be operated in
exactly the same manner as a modern
home entertainment center and TV.
Using remote control with limited
functionality sets, the Media Center
delivers functionality that is state of the
art in consumer electronics such as rich
search and recording, pause and restart,
jump back. But under the covers there is 

a fully configured Windows XP Home
Edition which allows data management
of CD’s movies, photos etc, rich
searching, full screen video conferencing
and of course the regular desktop for
web surfing etc. Microsoft is working
with its partners to add items to the start
menus for additional applications such
as home automation. Although it is a
little hard to see the compelling event
that will convince consumers to move up
to the Media Center, it is a reasonable
assumption that five years out most
Microsoft based home computers will be
Media Center’s rather than PC’s.

Last October in our post PDC report
(Microsoft Strikes Back(1), we made it
clear that the Microsoft direction is
strongly focused on devices, and we
coined the phrase the new client server.
In addition we reported favorably on the
Tablet PC will now ship later this year. It’s
very clear the rich client is far from dead.

Richer Developer and IT Manager
Experience
We recently reported on the ASP .NET
Web Matrix product. This is an unusual 

step out for Microsoft that provides a
fully configured developer environment
available as a free of charge download
including SQL Server compliant XML
database MSDE. The initiative is
intended to provide students, hobbyists
and independents with a state of the art
development environment at no charge.
However the initiative is also useful as it
demonstrates the future Microsoft tools
environment. The download process is
exceptionally quick and easy and the
tutorials are nothing short of excellent,
(I completed most of them in an evening).
There is also a thriving on-line
community that is helping each other,
creating and publishing controls and
disseminating advice.

Microsoft is also demonstrating
considerable advances in the IT
management area. They are showing
how IT profiles (such as relationships
and dependencies) are captured
during design and made available
to configuration, deployment, upgrade
and diagnostics. The management
console is planned to evolve to
provide a sophisticated knowledge
base supporting performance and
configuration diagnostics.

Windows XP users will be familiar with
automated software upgrade and patch
installation. This capability is now
available as the Software Update Server.

“Office” of the Future
Office 11 becomes available mid 2003.
This release is a significant upgrade to
capitalize on XML. The new version of
Office is targeted to act as a smart client
with much improved connection into
business data, with much improved
analysis tools. This looks like a key
release which will coincide with the
general availability of Yukon (XML
enabled SQL Server). In conjunction with 

Trigger Example

Event triggered alerts

Timed alerts

Event History

Application State

Leveraging external data

Alert me when MSFT crosses $60

Send me the value of my portfolio at 5:00pm
PST Monday-Friday

Alert me if there are new articles in the ‘politics’
category, but don’t send me the same article
twice

If you have alerted me about MSFT today,
don’t do it again

Alert me when MSFT crosses 73, if the market
volume on all three exchanges is high

continues...

Table 2: Examples of Notification Triggers Source Microsoft
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data retrieval web services, Word and
Excel will provide serious data usage,
manipulation and analysis capabilities.
The Office XP Web Services Toolkit 2.0
is available now 

Microsoft is demonstrating smart
documents accessed via the SharePoint
portal, using the considerable flexibility
of the new Office environment to
configure documents to reflect process
state. They are also demonstrating
inter company business process
implementations using the Microsoft
CRM application with web service based
integration using Outlook as the smart
client. As an aside we expect that the
recent Navision acquisition will be
integrated with the Microsoft Great
Plains products by exposing web
services and rationalizing the underlying
functionality. How else would you
approach such a problem?

Microsoft is also demonstrating the
benefits of their investment in Groove,
showing how web services expand
the application types that can be
implemented in Groove, and how the
P2P architecture allows online/offline
interoperability across firewalls. For
example creating a straightforward
mechanism to integrate with customers
or suppliers.

Microsoft Strategy -
Reading Between the
Lines
For some time now we have been
advising that Microsoft is following a
strategy which is best characterized as
“Edge of the Enterprise”. This may be
interpreted as connecting people and
services with existing applications,
extending and integrating existing
applications to implement innovative
business and technology models. The
interpretation that we make of the current

strategy is that Microsoft is setting
objectives to win a larger share of the low
end and particularly mid range enterprise
market. Whilst they would never admit it,
it is practical reality that Microsoft does
not generally compete in the very
high end enterprise market, which
is characterized by very complex
transactions with very high volume. 

Another way to characterize the
Microsoft strategy is that it is strongly
oriented towards “Process Integration”,
where the integration is focused on
providing holistic support to adaptable
processes, including conventional
integration, device independent
conversations and notifications and
sophisticated knowledge management.
Microsoft clearly understand that
process led integration is the key driver
for business and technology investment
today, and predictably they have a strong
offering which commoditizes much of the
current solution offerings. 

The original .NET vision was strongly
oriented towards connectivity and
personal productivity applications.
However progress to date with .NET
together with the limited view of the
future, suggests a shift in emphasis to
productivity gains from the combination
of smart clients in combination with
enterprise applications. We infer that the
strategy has been adjusted to address
the broader enterprise market, where the
integrated combination of device
independent delivery with productivity
tools and enterprise grade servers at
reasonable prices, provides a compelling
story. This must be seen in context with
the competition that can generally offer
the individual products, often with
superior functionality, but without the
XML based cross portfolio integration
which will increasingly be seen as
delivering very high productivity and
ease of access to information.

Microsoft clearly

understand that process

led integration is the key

driver for business and

technology investment

today, and predictably

they have a strong offering

which commoditizes

much of the current

solution offerings.

The .NET platform will

take at least another

3 or 4 years to reach

maturity. The timing of

this will be dictated by

standards and trust and

security issues.



Microsoft will move

ahead of its platform

competition will be in the

cross portfolio integration,

the sharing of semantic

data across the life cycle,

the reuse of XML based

information between

database and productivity

tools etc.
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The .NET platform will take at least
another 3 or 4 years to reach maturity.
The timing of this will be dictated by
standards and trust and security issues.
At that point the device market will be
much more mature, and we can expect
Microsoft to be concentrating on
evolving its device support products
with that time frame in mind.

The .NET platform is unlike anything
Microsoft has delivered to date. It is
likely to have a life cycle similar to many
other enterprise platforms and may
remain current for up to ten years or
more, before it is superceded. The highly
modular nature of the platform, which
of course is not operating system
constrained, is likely to increase the
durability of the solution.

Competitive Position
Over the past two years competing
platforms have worked to deliver web
service creation, delivery and
consumption capabilities. The Microsoft
development tools are clearly
outstanding, but these aspects can be
emulated. Where Microsoft will move
ahead of its platform competition will be
in the cross portfolio integration, the
sharing of semantic data across the life
cycle, the reuse of XML based
information between database and
productivity tools etc. Microsoft will gain
here because of its market share in the
PC market and the attraction of
capitalizing on existing investments and
skills. Other productivity tools such as
Star Office have considerable maturing
required before they can come anywhere
near the sophistication of the Microsoft
productivity tools.

Over the last two years many point
products have emerged to address
the service opportunity including
development, process choreography and 
management tools. Many of these tools 

provide superior functionality to the
Microsoft platform now, and will probably
be able to continue to stretch this lead by
concentrating on a narrow functionality
footprint. Areas where Microsoft is
currently leaving significant gaps in its
portfolio include business user oriented
conversational choreography and rules
based run time behavioral monitoring
and control. Whilst Microsoft has proved
itself a better tools partner recently, for
example with Groove, Avinon and
Borland, it will undoubtedly subsume
some of the functionality currently
offered by some third parties, and this
creates an interesting problem for
companies wanting to implement
advanced service oriented architectures
in the short term.

However here again, the highly modular
nature of the Microsoft platform assists
all parties. Providing the point tool is
based on the .NET framework, it is a
reasonable strategy to work with for
example pipeline services from both
Microsoft and point tools providers, and
even more importantly have the flexibility
to adjust the sourcing of the functionality
over time.

In the database area, we might speculate
that the stack consolidation will make
SQL Server more compelling than the
competition. There are generally two
major drivers for database choice -
performance and commonality of skills.
Whereas Oracle and DB2 are used quite
widely with the Windows 2000 and .NET
platforms today, the cross portfolio
integration will tend to swing the choice
to SQL Server, particularly where
performance, and not common skills, is
the key criteria. This will be further
emphasized because all the leading
database vendors will be
de-emphasizing performance criteria
because of the inevitable overheads
of XML data formats.

continues...
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Summary
Microsoft is very good at commoditizing
and integrating well understood ideas.
Each of the portfolio products
highlighted in this latest briefing are well
understood concepts. It is the integration
into one highly integrated platform that
has the potential to deliver massive
benefits.

The way that Microsoft works has
fundamentally changed. Project teams
used to be fully compartmentalized,
doing their own thing and competing
with other product teams. The practical
outcome of Bill Gates in his new role as
Chief Software Architect is that there is a
strong, coordinating thrust that ensures
the products share, integrate and
interoperate. This is the one major
message coming from Microsoft right
now, that there is huge synergy to be
gained by collaborative working across
the portfolio, and this applies equally to
Microsoft and its customers.

In the initial launch of .NET Microsoft
made the mistake of offering a vision
that was hugely ambitious and too far
reaching. Whilst this was perhaps
necessary to galvanize the industry, they
confused their customers. At the same
time they found out the hard way that
trust is an attribute that is easily lost and
not easily recovered. 

I asked Bill Gates whether in view of the
fact that he considered .NET as the most
difficult software challenge ever, that it
was going to be possible to deliver trust,
not just at the platform level, but also for
applications running on the platform.
Bill and Jim Allchin responded in a
somewhat predictable manner, “that with
services we are putting in place self
description and contracts that make
obligations explicit; that never before
have we had that level of provable

specification”. However we still have to
conclude that trust has many dimensions
and that the sheer complexity of the
platform creates a vast number of
dependencies, any of which may leave
loopholes that might be exploited. And if
it only takes one or two high profile cases
to destroy a reputation, how many is a
company allowed that already has a
record? This has to be the highest risk
that Microsoft runs.

Whilst some interesting challenges
remain, Microsoft has come through the
most challenging period in its history and
is now a more pragmatic, humble
company that understands the enterprise
market much better than it did two years
ago. The emerging .NET platform looks
like it will be a hard act to follow. It’s open
for interoperability. Under the covers it's
still proprietary, and for many that will be
sufficient to take it off the list. But many
others will recognize that even slowed
down by working in a standards oriented
manner, Microsoft will be able to deliver
a superior platform ahead of its
competition. They will inevitably win a
larger market share because for many it
will present a compelling business case
not least because there is much less
infrastructure to build. If they can really
crack and commoditize the broader trust
issue, then they will be unstoppable.

David Sprott david.sprott@cbdiforum.com

1. Microsoft Strikes Back
http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/
interact/2001-11/microsoft.php3
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By Richard Veryard
Last month, we returned to the subject
of differentiated service. Differentiation
is an important example of the use of
business rules and policies in the
development and operation of services.
Business rules and policies may also
govern the development and
management of complex systems.

Business rules have been around in the
CBD world for some years, championed
by such companies as Versata and
RuleMachines. Versata has recently
been working closely with IBM
Websphere, while the RuleMachines
product Visual Rules Studio remains
tied to Microsoft.  But these companies
have not yet managed to tap into the full
potential of business rules.

In this month’s article, we look at some of
the practical opportunities and issues of
a rule-driven approach.

Towards self-managing
networks of web services
In a world of increasing articulation and
differentiation, web services and web
service systems are going to have to
have some form of intelligent behavior,
probably implemented using rules.
Interoperability is not just a question of
having common protocols.

Furthermore, the configuration of web
service systems is expected to be too
complex and too dynamic for manual
intervention and control. The likely
alternative to manual control is that the
whole network will be governed by rules
or policies, administered by policy
engines implemented in software.

Wide variety in terminology
But before we go any further, we need
to start pinning down some of the

Business Rules are in fashion again. For example rules

based web service management platforms are surfacing to

the top of the toybox. But whilst there’s lots of activity

there’s also lots of confusion because well-understood

terms are being reused for somewhat different purposes. Is

this reasonable? We provide some clarification and identify

all the different types of business rules, where they can be

used to good effect and how they should be managed.

Rule-Based
Development

Best Practice Report
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terminology. Is there a difference
between rules and policies? Can such
notions as “intelligent” and “smart” be
reduced to rules, or do they imply
something beyond rules?

Rather than entering into an extended
discussion on the philosophical basis of
artificial intelligence, we shall adopt
some fairly simple definitions. We use the
notion of intelligence to describe the
external, observable behavior of things –
including individual components and
services as well as complex systems. We
call something intelligent if it shows 

some variety and responsiveness in its
behavior. This is a broad concept, which
includes differentiation and context-
driven (or context-aware) behavior.

We can often characterize something as
intelligent without being able to specify
its behavior, or replicate it in another
artifact. This is especially true of large
complex systems and networks, which
may respond in extremely subtle and
interesting ways to events in the
environment. This can also apply to
systems and services belonging to third
parties, whose specifications and

Type of Rule Description

Relationship Rules

Derivation Rules

Inference Rules

Constraint Rules

Action Rules

Choice Rules

Authorization Rules

Constraints on data structure.

Creation of new attributes (or virtual data items)
by calculation or simple translation.

Creation of new facts/assertions by deduction
or other logical processes. May be deterministic
or probabilistic.

Constraints on operations, such as
preconditions and invariants.

Triggers on action. A condition triggers an event,
a message or an activity. Includes exception
processing.

Determines a selection, preference or
precedence. For example, service options on
differentiated services. Includes allocation rules.

Determines what actors (by name or role) are
allowed to access or perform. May include
override of other rules.

Example

Every customer must have a US address.

Customer Outstanding Order Amount is
calculated by summing the amounts on all
orders for this customer with status code “O”.

Outstanding Customer is a virtual subtype,
defined as all customers with Customer
Outstanding Order Amount greater than zero.

If customer bought nappies (diapers) 5 years
ago, then customer probably now has
school-age child.

Original documents must be checked before
opening customer account.

Customer Outstanding Payment Amount
must always be less than Customer Credit
Limit.

If Customer Outstanding Order Age > 6 weeks,
then Free Delivery.

If Gold Customer waiting, serve him first.

Voice traffic takes precedence over data traffic.

General Manager has sign-off authority up to
$50,000.

Table 1: Classification of Business Rules

internal mechanisms we are often
unable to inspect.

What AI has shown, however, is that
moderately intelligent behavior can be
produced by a system that follows a set
of rules. Rules are logical statements
that govern some aspect of a system’s
operation. (In some domains, they are
referred to as policies – although this
word is often used more loosely to
denote any vague business-level
intention.) But the concepts are distinct
and independent – intelligent systems
can be coded in old-fashioned
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procedural programming languages,
while a rule-based system may well not
display any intelligence (in the sense of
variety and responsiveness) at all.

Some of these rules may be expressed in
the language of the business, referring to
real-world business things, and are
therefore called Business Rules. These
in turn may require system or technical
rules, which implement the business
rules but are not themselves expressed
in business language.

If intelligence is often implemented using
business rules, expertise is often
implemented using business knowledge.
So-called expert systems and services
typically have access to some domain
knowledge, as well as some rules
allowing this knowledge to be used
properly. (However, the mere possession
of knowledge doesn’t make something
or someone into an expert, any more
than the possession of loads of data
makes a plastic card smart.)

Back in 1995, Guide produced a simple
classification of Business Rules(1), which
identified five types of rule. We have

extended this classification in Table 1 to
include Choice and Authorization.

Relationship Rules, Derivation Rules and
Inference Rules are largely data-oriented
(or knowledge-oriented). When people
talk about Business Policies, this often
refers specifically to Constraint Rules,
Choice Rules and Authorization Rules.

Wide variety in the use of
business rules
While there are many interesting
initiatives in the development and use of
business rules, there are considerable
differences between them. In these
examples, there may be little difference
in the types of rules that can be
expressed, and in the logical notations
for expressing these rules – but there are
huge differences in the ways these rules
are then used to design or manage
systems.

Some examples are shown in Table 2.

Rules as specification
One line of attack is to specify the
requirements for a computer system as a
set of rules. Champions of this approach

How Used When Used

Data Validation

Data Integrity

Synchronization

Policy Enforcement

Monitoring
and Exception
Processing

Personalization

System Specification & Design – the rules are
embedded into the software.

System Management – the rules are interpreted
and executed by the software.

Service Negotiation – the rules are declared as
the basis for a service contract.

System Test – the system is tested to check
conformance with the rules.

Data Cleansing – the database is searched for
data items that breach data rules.

Data Mining – the database is searched for data
items that look “interesting”.

Force

Rule is inviolable. System cannot cope with a
breach of this rule.

Rule can be broken, but this triggers a defined
exception.

Rule can be suspended or overridden by a
higher rule or authority.

Table 2: Use of Business Rules
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claim that there are certain types of
systems whose requirements can be
best captured in the form of business
rules.

Following this approach, the
development process involves creating
a conceptual model that takes business
policies as input.

Different ways of using this conceptual
model in the development process have
been proposed. Some researchers
appear to see the rule model primarily as
an extension to the data model, and the
rule model therefore governs the
database. Their notion of rule combines
the notion of data integrity constraint
with the notion of derivation algorithm.

Other researchers have used the
conceptual rule model to build use
cases, using a UML approach, to which
the business rules are attached. Such
business rules refer to processes/
activities, rather than the static data
model elements. This helps to overcome
one of the key weaknesses of the use
case approach, which is that use cases
are unconnected to other use cases.

Thus a broad notion of business rule
might include either dependencies
between data, or dependencies between
activities. Such rules may be expressed
logically, but may also be shown on
diagrams of various kinds. For example,
some data-oriented rules can be shown
on a static data model; while some
activity-oriented rules can be shown on a
UML activity diagram. However, these
diagrams can usually only show a few of
the rules we might want.

In this approach, a rule is essentially a
declaration or assertion – a statement
that should always be true (although the
software may tolerate a temporary
suspension of this in the middle of an
operation). Software engineers call
statements of this kind “invariants”.

This approach promises flexibility

through faster enhancement. Champions
of this approach also suggest that it
can handle higher levels of functionality
and complexity while holding down
development and management cost.

IBM and Versata have recently jointly
published a Redbook describing the use
of Versata rule-based products in
conjunction with Websphere. IBM has
published a benchmark application for
online stockbroking, called Trade, using
the Self-Service business pattern(2); and
the Redbook describes a version of this
application developed with Versata. One
of the technical problems addressed by
this work is the design trade-off between
EJB and JDBC. JDBC has the potential
to deliver superior performance, but is
more complex to develop and maintain.
The introduction of a business rules layer
in the application helps to resolve this
trade-off.

Many of the benefits of this approach do
not materialize until the business
requirements change. A number of
enhancements were applied to the Trade
application, in order to verify the superior
adaptability of a rule-driven design.
However, one area of business volatility
for stockbroking applications identified in
the project is the external regulations –
and the project adopted a design
solution based on a fixed set of rules that
referred to an external parameter table.
While such a solution can undoubtedly
be effective and useful, it is surely the
parameter table that gives it the
flexibility, and it is not obvious that the
rule-driven design adds anything to this
flexibility.

Rules as separate components
or services
Is there an alternative way of designing
and implementing rules, which gives us
a greater level of flexibility in the
application?

Well yes there is. Since the rule is
logically decoupled from the data object,
and also from the transaction, it may be
possible to create a component or
service that encapsulates the rule itself.
The rule is thus delivered as a stand-
alone plug-in, or by a call to a policy
server that supplies the relevant
business rule in an executable or
interpretable form.

This approach radically shifts the
flexibility equation. With conventional
rule-driven development, the rules are
used to generate the code; flexibility
comes from the ability to generate a new
version of the software code more
quickly. With interpretable or plug-in
rules, the rule change can be
implemented immediately, with no
change to the underlying software. Or at
least that’s the theory.

Rules as bargaining counter
As well as using rules to design and
implement systems, we may use rules
explicitly in the interface. Thus rules on
the outside, as well as rules on the
inside.

Let us suppose I want to buy some
financial securities over the internet. I
find an online financial service provider,
and read the material on his website.
This material states the rules for doing
business with this provider – minimum
and maximum deals, payment settlement
period and so on. There are also likely to
be rules on reversibility – do I get a
chance to confirm and retract my order,
do I have a “cooling-off period” to cancel
my order?

As a customer, I myself also have a set of
implicit policies or rules that govern the
kinds of deal I am prepared to undertake.
For example, there may be certain kinds
of liability or exclusion clause that I am
not willing to accept, and the payment
terms on offer may be inconvenient or 
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burdensome for me. (For example, if I
have to pay for currency conversion, then
the transaction becomes uneconomic
for me.) Or I may think the provider’s
privacy policy is not rigorous enough.

When I initiate such financial transactions
myself, I may have to review the small
print and accept or reject the terms
offered. My rules may be informal or
implicit, and I may well apply them
inconsistently, or change them
dynamically.

Now let’s consider the same transaction
enacted through web services. A web
service implements a set of rules, which
may be inferred from the web service
self-description, or contained in a
separate rule declaration. Meanwhile the
user declares a different set of rules,
which are the user’s conditions for using
the service.

Who is responsible for checking the
compatibility between the two sets of 

rules? In the absence of any other
arrangement, the user will check that the
supplier’s rules are acceptable, and the
supplier may check that the user’ rules
are acceptable. However, it may be
possible for this responsibility to be
taken over by the web service broker or
platform.

Present-day browsers are already
capable of coding and implementing
simple security or privacy policies on
behalf of the user. Web services will allow
service users to code and implement
complex business policies and rules,
and to select services whose rules are
compatible with the user’s rules.

The body of rules
Centralized rule paradigm
According to the conventional approach
to modeling business rules, a rule model
is essentially a logically consistent set
of rules. Although the physical
implementation of the rules may be

distributed across multiple components
and platforms, it is assumed that there
is a single logical rule model for an
application – or even for an entire
business enterprise or B2B process.

Several things follow from this
assumption. Firstly, no inconsistency can
be tolerated. If a new business
requirement contradicts an existing rule,
this must be resolved, and a correct rule
defined, before the new requirement
can be implemented. Therefore the
development process must have some
mechanism for verifying the consistency
of the set of rules. Although pure
computation may detect some
inconsistencies, it cannot be relied upon
to detect all inconsistencies, and so
empirical verification must be used as
well. This means trapping rulebreaks not
only during system testing, but also
when the application is in production.

From the centralized paradigm,
underspecified behavior may also be a
problem, although a lesser one. One rule
says that customers who score less than
X will not be granted credit, while
another rule says that customers who
score more than Y will be granted credit.
This suggests that we may be missing a
rule that governs customers who score
more than X but less than Y. (Of course,
this doesn’t have to be a computational
rule, but could be an authorization rule –
for example, a certain supervisor has the
discretion to grant credit to customers
scoring between X and Y.) This is the kind
of thing that experienced requirements
engineers can often spot – but the rule
paradigm suggests the possibility that
such indeterminacy could be discovered
by analyzing the rule model and checking
for incompleteness.

The third opportunity afforded by the
centralized paradigm is to discover
redundancy. For example, a legacy

continues...

Figure 1: Different Types of Rules Deliver Variable Flexibility
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system may enforce the same rule
redundantly in several places. When
reengineering or refactoring a legacy
system, the rules may be rationalized
and simplified.

Such refactoring can also be found at the
business level. According to Michael
Hammer, one of the champions of BPR,
Ford Motor determined that it was
unnecessary to process supplier
invoices, since payments to suppliers
could be triggered automatically on
delivery subject to a check on the
purchase order.

Effectively what Ford Motor did in this
example was to simplify the business
rules governing payments to suppliers.
The check on the supplier invoice turns
out to be completely redundant, and so
the supplier invoices can be thrown away
unprocessed. An appropriate visual
representation of business rules would
make such redundancy easier to spot.

Dependencies between rules
The centralized rule paradigm is also
often implemented by a single flat
structure. Although dependencies
between rules may be coded, not
enough work has been done to recognize
potential inferences between rules.

For example, one company might have a
general rule that specifies that company
staff outings should not be scheduled to
clash with religious festivals or fast days.
Another company might have a series of
specific rules relating to Christmas, Lent,
Yom Kippur and Ramadan. Deriving the
relationship between the general rules
and the specific rules is a non-trivial
exercise.

This is related to a more general problem
that crucially affects web services – how
to match a more restrictive service
specification with a broader one. Here’s a
simple analogy. The other day, I was

searching on the Internet for flights from
London to Cyprus. There are four airports
in London, and two airports in Cyprus.
Most of the websites forced me to
specify which airport I wanted before
searching for the cheapest fare. This
meant I had to execute eight separate
searches and consolidate the results
by hand.

If this was all designed by a single
designer, we could perhaps complain
about the incompetence or narrow
mindedness of the designer. But of
course the “system” I was using was
designed piecemeal, by lots of different
designers working for different
organizations – so all we can do is
bemoan the lack of coordination, and
try and work around it.

These kinds of issues can have a crucial
impact on web service interoperability. A
service can be used if it is “stronger
than” the requirement – but the ability
to determine “stronger than” depends
on a set of inference rules. A flight
from London Gatwick satisfies my
requirement that the flight should be from
London, but is not the only way of
satisfying this requirement. Thus if I want
a web service to search for flights, the
web service must have some relevant
expertise – probably coded as inference
rules and domain knowledge – and some
way of using this expertise to make valid
connections with other web services.

Decentralized rule paradigm
In a federated service-based world, in
any reasonably complex business
network, the centralized rule paradigm
simply doesn’t make sense, and logical
consistency and completeness cannot
be assumed. Even the notion of
efficiency may be difficult to apply,
since imperfect trust between business
partners (or between software
components from different sources) may 

make some level of rule redundancy (or

double-checking) not merely unavoidable
but positively necessary.

Obviously it’s useful if we have some
method of overseeing a repository of
rules – which may be a distributed or
virtual repository – and detect
redundancy, gaps (unspecified behavior),
the contradictions. But we cannot
guarantee that all such problems will be
detected immediately. Furthermore, even
once the problems have been identified,
solving them may not be simply a
technical fix, but may involve significant
business or conceptual difficulties. So
the system must be able to live with
these problems.

Telecoms network engineers have
always understood this. Policy
management (typically implemented in
policy engines such as Avaya’s Cajun
Rules) deals explicitly with conflicting
policies. The network policies defined for
a large distributed network will inevitably
conflict – instead of trying to design
these conflicts away, the policy engine
explicitly manages precedence between
conflicting policies – as well as
monitoring the level of conflict for
management attention.

Where web services are capable of
declaring the rules governing their
behavior, then we can install a policy
management architectural layer that
provides an additional level of
interoperability between compatible
web services.

Summary and Outstanding
Issues
Business rules have been around for a
long time, but a lot of the focus has been
in the design of applications, often based
on a fairly narrow interpretation of
business rule. This leaves large parts of
the lifecycle untouched.
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At the business requirement end, there
are problems in representing rules and
policies clearly to the business.

At the system management end, rules
are too often compiled into applications,
rather than allowing dynamic
interpretation. Self-describing services
need (among other things) to be able to
declare the rules that govern them.

The more flexible security products and
architectures may be sensitive to
security policies. For example IBM’s
Access Manager (formerly known as
Policy Director) can be driven by a large
central repository of security policies. 

But these are IT security policies rather
than business security policies. These
tools currently offer no meaningful
representation of these policies at a
business level, and it is therefore almost
impossible for a business person to
verify that the business security policies
have been correctly and completely
translated into IT security policies.

Our vision of adaptable and highly
interoperable web service networks
requires the use of business rules to
be extended into these areas.

Richard Veryard  richard.veryard@cbdiforum.com
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By John Cheesman

Slowly and inexorably the application development industry

is falling in line with other more mature engineering

industries, where large, complex but reliable products are

produced through assembly of smaller, less complex parts.

The major business drivers for this are the quality and

development speed advantages that can be obtained

from the reuse of standardized parts, and, perhaps more

importantly, the maintenance and application flexibility

benefits which accrue from the careful management of

dependencies that a component-based approach mandates.

Component-Based
Development – Where Next?

Roadmap Report

continues...
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But despite the clear business

benefits, it is fair to say that progress

has been slow. This is not due to a lack

of activity in the areas of technology

development. In fact, in part due to all

this development, the tendency in

recent years has been to assume that

the technology must be sufficient and

that the main barriers to adoption are

therefore cultural and organizational.

While there are certainly many issues

to be addressed regarding these

non-technology areas, this article

exposes the fact that the current

technology advances are not yet

sufficient, that there are significant

concept, pattern and policy gaps that

still need filling.

What is an Application?
In order to understand where these
gaps are it’s worth setting out some
terminology first. In particular it’s
important to analyze exactly what we
mean by an “application” these days and
how the various logical elements within
an application are supported by their
underlying technical infrastructure. And
to keep life reasonably scoped, in this
article, we are focusing on distributed
applications rather than standalone
monoliths.

Simply put, an application is the
automation of one or more business
processes that are perceived by the
user to belong together, or are bound
by the software itself to belong
together. For example, a set of internet
banking services offered over the web
may be perceived by a user as an
application. Or perhaps individual
services within that set, such as account
management, would be perceived as a
single application. More traditionally, the
software packaging itself has forced the 

functional boundary, so that a word 
processor, for example, would form the
application, even when it only automates
part of an end user’s business task.

Since, generally, a key business driver
is to enable flexible application
architectures, the trend for applications
will be toward the user perception
definition of application and away from
the software boundary definition. From a
component-based development point
of view what this means is that the

component will replace the application
as the fundamental deliverable of the
development process, and “application”
will become a much more dynamic and
more loosely defined term.

Application Layers
Consider the layering of a distributed
application shown in Figure 1. This
diagram is adapted from UML
Components(1). Here we characterize the
functional elements of an application into
four layers(2):

● User Interface: this layer handles
the presentation of information to
the user and the capture of
information from the user. 

● User Dialogue: this layer deals
with the user workflow in terms of

the potential sequences of steps
defined in one or more use cases.
This dialogue can be user interface
independent. Put another way,
workflow defined in this layer can
be offered through multiple user
interfaces.

● System services: this layer defines
the “system” boundary and
represents the automation of
“transactions” from a business
process point of view.

● Domain services: the automation
of essential business entity-
related functionality which is
typically sub-transactional and
would be used within a business
process transaction rather than
independently.

We can define the “System” as being the
automation of the business process
transactions and below, whereas the
“Application” is the system combined
with user interface and dialogue
capabilities. Thus, a set of common bank
account management services available
through both a corporate internet site
and through dedicated terminals in bank
branches would constitute one system,
but two applications.

Figure 1: Application Layers
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It All Ends in Tiers(3)

Logical application layers should not
confused with tiers, although sometimes
these terms are used interchangeably.
An application layer defines an area of
functional responsibility within an
application, whereas a tier defines a
more technical perspective and
describes the infrastructure or platform
on which various application elements
execute. Tiers define the physical
distribution and load balancing options
for your application, with each tier
potentially running on a different
machine. Partly in order to support the
distribution of the logical layering, tier
technologies have evolved to align with
layers, but while they have a similar
organization they do not completely
correspond. (See Figure 2).

User interface logic can be found both on
the browser or client tier and also on the
web server in the form of Java Server
Pages (JSPs) and Active Server Pages
(ASP and ASP.NET). User dialogue logic, 

in distributed applications, generally
finds itself running on the web server tier.
System and Domain services cut across
the application server and database tiers
since both layers may involve both tiers.
Both system and domain services may
run as distributed components in an
application container (Enterprise Java
Beans or .NET Framework) and make
use of database and other resources.
Additionally, the system services layer
may contain some logic, such as service
proxies, running on the web server.

Component Forms
One of the issues for the industry in
getting its arms squarely around
component-based development has
been to agree what is meant by a
“component”. There are various
definitions and one of the problems with
aligning these has been that they
make different assumptions about the
perspective being taken.

continues...

Figure 2: Perspectives: Mapping Layers to Tiers

A conceptual model of component
concepts that has stood the test of time
(at least for the last 5 years), but has
never fully been realized in the platform
technology, is shown in Figure 3. It
clearly distinguishes the specification,
implementation, deployment and runtime
aspects of a component around a
centralizing core definition.

The specification is made up of two key
concepts – the component specification
and the interface. While the concept of
interface is often held up as the
fundamental software contractual unit,
we argue in [1] that this is only one of the
contracts that need to be considered –
the client contract, that is, the definition
of the offered services to the consuming
software. The other key aspect is the
contract with the implementation – what
we call the realization contract. This
is achieved by the component
specification. It defines what total set of
functionality (set of interfaces) is to be
implemented as a unit. These are the
“offered” interfaces in Figure 3. It also
defines the “used” or required interfaces,
so the functional dependencies of the
component are captured as part of its
specification. As things stand at the
moment, the component specification
concept is still missing as an explicit
construct from both J2EE and .NET
framework, and from UML. UML is
undergoing a major upgrade currently to
version 2.0 and an overhaul of the
component concept is part of that work,
so hopefully it will make it in.

While we’re on the specification topic, it’s
also worth stating that an interface
contract should be more than just a list of
operation signatures. This is another area
that is little developed in the industry. We
need much more detail about an
operation’s specification – what effects it
will have, and under which conditions. 
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The technique of using pre- and post-
conditions and an abstract state model
of the interface to define these operation
effects has been espoused in the
Catalysis approach(4). However, until
there is good model-based tool support
for defining them, or some more direct
link to downstream operation testing,
they will remain an ideal.

Back to Figure 3, the component
concept itself is like a “logical binary”. Its
implementation, if available, consists of
source code, which may be object-
oriented (OO) or not. So legacy code
is fine and can be used, suitably
wrapped, as part of the component
implementation. The component module
defines the physical files used to
package up the logical binary. So these
might be .dll, .exe, .jar files and so on.
When component modules are installed
or registered with a component
framework then the “components” within
them become available for instantiation.
An instantiated component is called a
component object, akin to an object
being an instance of a class in OO
programming languages.

Different Component
Perspectives
There has been a fair degree of
convergence with this conceptual model
from a platform or technical infrastructure
perspective. The Enterprise JavaBeans
(EJB) and .NET Framework concepts of a
distributed component, and the more
traditional concept of a user interface
component running in user interface
framework, both conform well to some
areas of the conceptual model. The main
ongoing omission is the component
specification concept not being explicit.

Let’s call this kind of component a
platform component (PC) – a
encapsulated piece of software, offering
its services through interfaces, and
running in a “Component Framework” or
container – conforming to the constraints
that framework imposes. To be a
platform citizen, a platform component
needs to conform to the rules of the
platform.

The Unified Modeling Language (UML)(5)

has tried to follow this perspective and
has evolved its definition to suit. While
the earlier versions of UML (up to UML 

1.3) treated a component simply as a
packaging construct or module that
could be independently deployed, such
as a dynamic link library (.dll), executable
(.exe) or java archive file (.jar), (the
component module in Figure 3), later
versions (UML 1.4 onwards) treat it as the
logical unit of functionality within such a
packaging construct (that is, pretty much
exactly as in Figure 3). The component
module concept is now covered by the
UML Artifact construct, introduced in
UML 1.4.

The UML 1.4 definition of component is
as follows:

A modular, deployable and
replaceable part of a system that
encapsulates implementation and

exposes a set of interfaces.

This definition serves quite well for the
platform perspective. It omits the
specification of interface dependencies
though, and so also needs to include
an explicit component specification
concept, as mentioned earlier. 

Taking a functional perspective we can
choose similar definitional words about
encapsulation and interfaces but mean
something quite different. Here we are
talking about the functional units which
comprise the application and work
together to provide the application
functionality. But they are not concerned
with how they are realized in a given
technology, or which design patterns are
used in that mapping. Let’s call these
functional components (FC). They are
modular parts of an application that offer
services through interfaces, but they
have no dependency on a particular
platform or component framework and
aren’t directly packagable into modules.

A functional component would typically
be implemented by one or more platform 

Component-Based Development - Where Next? continued...

Figure 3: Component Forms
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components (see Figure 4), but may also
be implemented using software running
on distributed platforms which are not
component frameworks, such as
transaction processing monitors and
message-oriented middleware.

The mapping from functional to platform
components is typically achieved using a
combination of design patterns and
existing components. Performing and
managing this mapping is key to the
whole process, and we’ll come back to
this point later (see Standardized
Architecture Policies).

The functional perspective is one of the
bases on which to package platform
components. Although individual
platform components can often be
individually packaged and deployed, it
often makes sense to package them
according to the functional component
parent in the component architecture.
In this sense the component module
derives from the functional component
(see Figure 5). This provides an important
link between the technology-oriented
deployment activity and the technology-
independent functional design.

continues...

Figure 4: Functional Components
employing Platform Components

Figure 5: Platform component
packaging according to Functional
components

The range of component perspectives is
tackled from another angle by Herzum
and Sims in their excellent book
Business Component Factory(6). They
define a distributed component in a
similar way to a platform component, but
define the higher level of abstraction as
a business component comprising
potentially multiple layers within the
application architecture. Its purpose is
to embrace all the software which
constitutes an autonomous business
concept or process. A business
component may therefore range across
all the layers of the application
architecture and include platform
components from all the tiers. This is an
alternative perspective on the logical
organization of platform components.
Rather than grouping platform
components on functional grounds they
group them on business concept or
business process grounds (see Figure 6).
A business component need not contain
PCs from all tiers, so often the business
concept/process grouping and the
functional grouping will amount to the
same thing.
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Component-Based Development - Where Next? continued...

applied in the level above. The technical
architecture of platform components
needs to apply the elements of the
technical infrastructure in a consistent
way, and the functional architecture of
functional components needs to apply
the platform components in a consistent
way. We can call these consistency
rules technical architecture policies
and functional architecture policies
respectively. They are the glue between
the levels and are shown in Figure 7.

A technical architecture policy for EJB,
for example, would need to define the
rules for writing an EJB. For example,
how to handle persistence, transactions,
the definition of exception classes,
parameter typing conventions, use of the
technology-specific patterns such as the
EJB business interface pattern, primary
key generation pattern and so on. For
platform components to be readily
usable together they need to conform to
such a set of rules.

Further, functional architecture policies
are needed to define consistent rules for
using components within an application
or system architecture. For example,
again using EJB, rules need agreeing

on the use of Session and Entity Beans,
the use of container-managed (CMP) or
Bean-managed persistence (BMP), the
transaction settings for each operation,
the use of Data Transfer Objects, and
policies regarding exception raising
and handling. The list goes on. These
architecture-wide agreements are
essential for the correct operation of
the software. They are also key to being
able to reuse functional and platform
components across projects. Companies
looking to establish-wide reuse
programs need to make sure they
have clear definitions of these policies
in place.

Standards, Standards
everywhere, but...
The problem is that although we have
many, many standards defined and
emerging in the individual architecture
and infrastructure levels shown in Figure
7, we no agreed standards for the policy
glue which binds them together. Whilst a
lot of work has been done in the
technical infrastructure areas in defining
the EJB and .NET frameworks, policies
for their application are in their infancy. A
number of design patterns are emerging
and becoming de facto standards, but
there is no standards body operating at
this level (other than individual platform
vendors).

The lack of standards in these policy
areas is seriously holding up progress
in CBD. Typically each application
development team or organization has to
define its own standards. If it wishes to
share and reuse components with
another team or another part of the
organization then they have to agree on
these standards and make them
enterprise-wide or else commit to
some degree of rework to integrate

Figure 7: The Need for Architecture
Policies

Further, Herzum and Sims define
explicit types of platform (or distributed)
component, specific to the tier in which
they live. For example, an Enterprise
Distributed Component (EDC) would be
a platform component living in the
Enterprise tier – i.e., conforming to an
application server component framework,
such as EJB or .NET Framework.

Standardized Architecture
Policies
Some important component distinctions
have now been identified from both a
functional and technical perspective –
application architectures are made up
of functional component architectures,
implemented on top of  platform
component architectures running on a
component platform. 

However, these architectures alone are
not sufficient. Application architectures
are not simply a collection of
independent components, but a set of
components that have been designed to
work together. This means that elements
in any given level, be it infrastructure,
technical architecture or functional
architecture, have to be consistently 

Figure 6: Herzum and Sims’
Business Component



Many groups are developing and
publishing design patterns which
address the missing areas of policy.
These patterns are being directed both
by the platform players themselves and
by a number of independent companies
and partners (e.g. the Middleware
company(8) runs www.TheServerSide.com
with a Design Patterns library for J2EE).
The struts framework(9) is also widely
used.  Microsoft offers a wealth of
information for developing against its
platform via its developer network
website(10). As experience grows then
certain areas of policy will become de
facto standards and companies will
adopt them as part of their enterprise
application development policies.

Platform Independence
An interesting development with respect
to this question of the need for
standardized policies is the model-driven
architecture (MDA) from the Object
Management Group (OMG). Addressing
the problem of continual platform
technology change, the MDA aims to
future-proof application designs by
enabling them to become platform
independent. The goal is to define
mappings between a platform
independent definition of an application
architecture and its platform-dependent
binding. This need not be for a single
target either of course. Individual
components of an application could be
mapped to different target platforms
within the same application. 

The approach hinges on the ability to
formalize the mappings needed to
transform between a platform-
independent model and a platform-
specific model. This is certainly an
ambitious goal. To be effective such
mappings will need to incorporate

standardized architecture policies for
that platform, as highlighted earlier.
Given the state of play with even manual
definitions of such policies, standardizing
such policies and formalizing them
sufficient to enable mappings to be
automated may turn out to be a bridge
too far.

Web Services is another technology area
which offers the potential to move the
industry forward since they can be seen
as platform-independent definitions of
functionality – interfaces on platform-
independent components. However,
currently web services do not have a
fully-defined application framework
behind them addressing issues such as
transactions and security, so this will limit
their range of use. Further, platform
independence will not obviate the need
for policies in the functional architecture
level. So the problem doesn’t go away. 

Looking at WSDL (the definition
language for web services) we also see
the same functional specification
problem we have had with current IDLs
(interface definition languages). Their
purpose is really for parameter and
protocol mappings, not semantics.
These languages need to be extended to
capture an operation’s functional
specification so that we have a clear
definition of what the consuming
software can rely on, and how we can
properly test the component or service.
UML does have some primitive support
for pre- and post-conditions, so
enhancements in this area, especially the
link with an interface information model
(see [1]) would be ideal, and technology-
specific, protocol-level language
definitions could then be generated
from the functional UML definition.

The Web Services Invocation Framework
(WSIF) from IBM(11) builds on WSDL, and 

components from elsewhere. This can be
a prohibitive task and takes time to
achieve. But without them even a
component developed for the same
platform would need potentially serious
rework to achieve interoperability within
a new application architecture.

More positively, the effect of having a
standard set of policies is impressive.
Witness the expansion of Visual Basic
user interface controls in the mid-90s.
This was made possible because the
technical and many functional
architecture policies were defined for
everybody, by Microsoft. Anyone writing
a control knew exactly what policies to
follow, and anyone reusing a control
knew exactly what they were going to
get. The result – true plug-n-play. By
defining a user interface framework and a
set of architecture policies Microsoft
enabled a mass market in components
and reuse. The same could happen again
in other areas of the application
spectrum if the current policy barriers
can be overcome. 

Another example of where policies do
exist is in code-generation tools such
as Advantage:Gen from Computer
Associates(7). In this approach to
application development the application
is completely defined in the tool model
and then 100% code-generated. In order
to achieve this, the tool effectively has to
encode a set of functional and technical
architecture policies with respect to the
technology it is targeting – the policies
are in the generators. What this means is
that components (or more precisely
component models) developed by one
group can be readily reused by another
group because everyone is following the
same policies. The downside is that you
have less flexibility to change the policies
because they’re encoded in the tool.

continues...
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are a key part of the way to do that, then 
the industry will be able to take another
large step forward.

Some such products are starting to
emerge. There is increasing support for
design patterns in some of the integrated
development environments. The role of
architecture is also becoming accepted
as a key to the development of flexible
applications. Interesting developments in
this area and products such as Wilde
Technologies’ Wilde product(12), reviewed
in a previous edition of CBDI Journal.
Wilde 1.0 is an architecture-centric,
technology-independent product which
is attempting to pull away from the
development coal face and operate at
the level of the broader landscape. As
a consequence it comprises both
development time and runtime elements.
This is interesting because it is starting to
blur the current distinctions between tool
and platform, and gives an insight into
the potential nature of next generation
application development products.

Conclusion
A lot has been achieved. But a lot still
needs to be done. Slowly the industry is
raising the bar of the technology
platform, creating an ever more powerful
base on which to create applications. We
need to become better at applying the
potential of these technologies, and that
means capturing best practice, encoding
it and standardizing it. And all this needs
to occur at multiple levels – at the
technology level and at the functional
level. In many ways the very advances in
the technology base undermines efforts
to standardize on their employment – by
the time best practice emerges the
technology has moved on. One thing we
can hope for then is at least to agree on
the various categories of information and
policy which need to exist and be

standardized, for any given technology,
to allow a successful, flexible, architected
approach to application development –
we need a reference model for
application development standards. 
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is another example of trying to raise the
level of abstraction above some aspects
of the technology. WSIF provides proto-
col-independent service definition and
will go some way to reducing the need to
define technical architecture policies
(although Web services themselves can
be seen as simply another technology
which will need architecture policies too).
But, as before, it will not remove the need
for functional architecture policies, so
these would still need defining on top.

And What about the Tools?
Application development tools also need
to evolve to embrace support for policy
definition and application. Currently
development environments tend to focus
heavily on providing good technology
support, but little in terms of how to
apply that technology. For example,
while it’s great to have an EJB wizard
which asks you some questions about
the type of EJB you want and then spits
out some code to suit, it’s difficult to find
tool support for the higher level question
of how to map a functional component
onto a given technology, selecting from a
palette of design patterns. 

And tool support for development
processes that help identify such
functional components is also missing. 

Basically most software tools, even in
combination, are still too narrow in
their focus. They let you apply the
fundamental building materials of the
technology at hand, and some will let you
visualize the house you’re trying to build,
but we are still missing that seamless
integration between the high-level,
technology-independent view, and the
lower-level application of technology to
achieve that. If this gap can be bridged,
and standardized architectural policies 
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By Jonathan Stephenson Introduction
CBDI has applauded IBM and Microsoft
for leading the way in the adoption of
Web Services.  While both are working
well on standardization of several Web
Services protocols IBM is focused on the
Java ecosystem and has developed
much of the essential infrastructure for
Web Services on the Java platform. IBM
has put a considerable effort into the
Apache project notably in its AXIS work
and more recently the donation of the
Web Services Invocation Framework
(WSIF) to the Apache foundation. WSIF
has been described as Web Services
without SOAP and as WSIF is such an
important foundation for everything that
IBM is doing with Web Services we will
start this report with an overview of WSIF. 

Services without the SOAP
WSDL describes the interface for a
service and also its binding to a
transport protocol and the target URL.
Implementations of the SOAP listeners
such as Apache provide a programming
interface that assumes that the service
will be called using HTTP and SOAP.
However, whilst HTTP and SOAP
might be appropriate for web based
communications, what about existing
technologies likely to be found in the
enterprise behind the firewall? In order
to expand the concept of Web Services
to include, for example, CICS, Java over
IIOP and CORBA using transport
mechanisms other than SOAP over
HTTP, IBM has used the extensible
nature of WSDL to provide a plug-in 

This report considers how new technologies from IBM,

the WS Invocation Framework, WS Gateway and WS

Hosting Technology, together with WebSphere Process

Manager provide a powerful framework for consuming and

providing Web Services. The report shows how each

product fits into a Web Services architecture and proposes

an implementation of our Business Services Server

concept based on them.

IBM Web Services – 
New Tools and Technologies

Product Report

continues...



IBM Web Services – New Tools and Technologies continued...

legitimize the chaos. Fig. 1 shows how
WSIF becomes the integration layer for
diverse application platforms.

Note that the SOAP HTTP option has
been demoted to ‘just another service
provider’ just as Bill Gates demoted Java
to ‘just another language’!

If we now examine the same diagram
without WSIF, you will note how we must
adapt each platform to the HTTP/SOAP
standard in order to provide it as a web
service. The SOAP listener receives the
XML body in the SOAP envelope and
then has to be able to make the call to
the target platform via the platform
adapter layer.

WS Invocation Framework
WSIF has been donated to the Apache
project and can be found on the Apache
site under the search path xml-axis-wsif;
it is also available for the Java platform
from IBM’s AlphaWorks(1) web site
although the Apache version is the most
up-to-date. Future releases of WebSphere
and the WSGateway also include it.
The implementation allows Java
programmers to call any service for
which there is a Service Provider

implementation. Currently IBM has
providers for (but has not necessarily
released):

● SOAP

● Flows (defined with WSFL and
WebSphere) 

● CICS

● IMS

● Java stateless session beans

● JMS

● COM (work in progress)

The programming interface for WSIF is
driven by the WSDL file which can define
more than one port and binding for a
service, allowing you to call the
service over the local network protocols
or SOAP/HTTP as necessary. The
programming steps are:

1. Read the WSDL document into a
Definition object;

2. Use the definition to initialize the
port factory;

3. Call getPort to obtain a port,
returning either the default port or a
specific named port;

4. Create a WSIFMessage using the
port and then add the ‘parts’ to the
message

framework for what it terms ‘service
providers’. Service providers can be
added using new bindings and transport
protocols. The framework is called WSIF,
Web Services Invocation Framework.
With WSIF any software function that can
be described in WSDL can be treated as
a service and called over a transport
layer support by the provider.

Is this a cynical exercise to redefine Web
Services to include existing systems or
recognition that WSDL is the right way
to go? The answer depends on the
environment you are working in and your
problem. Companies with lots of existing
systems and an integration problem will
welcome this approach because it
provides them with a low cost EAI
solution. They may have already made
significant investments in building a
service-based architecture based on
component/object technology such as
CORBA or Java. With WSIF, the
invocation and transport protocols can
be extended beyond HTTP/SOAP in
such a way that the WSIF framework can
select a binding at runtime, which opens
up possibilities for rolling upgrades and
enterprise integration.

The obvious question is:  if WSIF allows
me to call a normal method using the
traditional network or middleware, why
use WSDL anyway? Are the benefits of
having a published WSDL interface
definition and the added flexibility of
using the WSIF framework, adequate
compensation for the reduced
performance? Certainly, if you are
planning a development which combines
a mixture of internal platforms and
external SOAP Web Services WSIF is
the answer. But, playing devils advocate,
it could be argued that by building a

framework that supports and encourages
a complex mixture of transports,
envelope formats and call interfaces you 
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Figure 1: Web Services Invocation Framework



module. It requires either Apache/Tomcat

3.2.1+ or WebSphere 4.0+.

WS Gateway provides a basic platform

for a Business Services Server as

described in Interact Dec 01(2). It

provides the basic infrastructure for a

service management pipeline. Calls to

services are received by the gateway

and then channeled through a set of

interceptors before being passed to the

service implementation.  New Services

can be added to the gateway by

selecting the WSDL file of the internal

service. This is processed to create a

new WSDL, which ‘publishes’ the same

service but externalized with the gateway

as its end-point. The administration tools

for the gateway allow you to manage the

services and interceptors; you build the

interceptors and provide the software

services using development tools such

as WSAD. An interceptor is a Java class

that sits in the pipeline processing the

Java messages as they are received by

the gateway and passed through to the

services. To build the BSS pipeline

model, the interceptor can be used to

implement:-

● Identification and Authorization

● Auditing – logs users and service

calls

● Transformation - Applies

transformations of data

● Termination – Blocks a message

so that no service is called

● Call out to alternative service

These basic interceptor types would be

straightforward to implement; the WSIF

Interceptor interface definition allows you

to intercept a message object either on

the inward path or as a response from

the service. Figure 3 illustrates the basic

structure of the gateway:

IBM rationalize this by dividing them into
two areas;

● Internal Services – those behind
the firewall using existing
technologies like CORBA, CICS,
etc

● External Services – those provided
externally to the business outside
the firewall and using SOAP

WS Gateway
The WS Gateway uses the concept of
internal and external services both based
on WSDL; One of its main roles is to
manage the runtime transformation of
internal services into external ones. As
long as internal services are described in
a WSDL document and supported by a
WSIF service provider WS Gateway
can ‘re-publish’ them as an external
web service. The gateway’s service
management tool automates the creation
of the external WSDL document. The
gateway complements the Web Service
Tool Kit which provides the tools to build
the internal WSDL documents from a
Java Class.

The WS Gateway is built on top of WSIF
and the Axis SOAP listener, which is the
latest Apache web server SOAP support 

5. Create an output message place
holder;

6. Invoke the named service;

7. Retrieve the returned message parts.

If you would prefer a more abstract view
of the service, the WSIF port compiler
can build a Java stub and effectively
removes the need for any WSIF code in
the application.

Language support and installation
WSIF is available only for Java and
requires JDK 1.2 or later and a JAXP
compliant parser. It is known to run on
Win2000 and Linux but any Java VM
should work. Applets are restricted to
those running in Sun’s plug-in.

IBM defines a Web Service as ‘any
software service that was been
described using WSDL’. This is a valid
perspective, but we wonder what
happened to ‘Web’ in this definition.
Remember that Web Services were
originally designed to overcome the
limitations in using existing technologies
such as CORBA, etc, through the firewall
and across the web, and we must be
careful not to loose sight of that vision 
and its benefit in delivering dynamic
B2B, B2C applications.
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Figure 2: Without WSIF, adapters convert protocols to SOAP
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WebSphere, Apache

AXIS, WSIF, the WS

Gateway and WS Hosting

Technology all fit together

to form a business

services server.

IBM Web Services – New Tools and Technologies continued...

Service Provision and Hosting -
WSHT
The Web Services hosting technology
WSHT was first described in the CBDI
Journal Report ‘Implementing the
Business Service Server’, January 02(3),
we have reproduced the relevant section
here for sake of completeness.

The Web Services Hosting Toolkit is a
framework and a set of tools which
accomplishes most of the Business
Services Server wish list from the point of
view of the service provider, i.e. it will:-

● Identify subscribers and manage
accounts

● Authorize subscribers

● Meter Use

● Generate bill

The framework includes tools to define
users, billing frameworks and to register
‘Offers’ on the UDDI server. An offer is a 

Interceptor Capability Restrictions
At the time of writing, the gateway is

available in its 1.0 version that restricts

access to the headers of a SOAP

message. The messages that the

interceptor sees are transport

independent and are Java objects which

the WSIF framework builds from the

received network packets. The good

news is that an interceptor is transport-

independent. The limitation is that the

developer is completely dependent on

the gateway and WSIF to deal with

SOAP headers and encryption in order

to package the XML as a Java WSIF

message.

In the pipeline is a new version of the

gateway where the interceptors can

access the SOAP header information.

This allows you to program an

interceptor to add your own support for

authentication based on SOAP headers.
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combination of a service and a billing
package. The wizards provided will do
much of the work, and a template user
interface even provides a shared
workspace for the subscriber and
provider so that the account and billing
status can be browsed.

The important concept behind the billing
engine is way the catalogue links the
service definition published in the UDDI
with that of the rating package. The
combination of service plus rating

fit together to form a business services
server capable of:-

● Publishing internal software assets
as services

● Access existing systems as
services using non-SOAP based
protocols

● Enterprise integration

● Manage subscribers

● Billing and account management

● Identification and Authorization

● Monitoring and alerts

● Service re-direction

● Transport selection through
dynamic WSIF ports

Figure 5 shows the combined services
infrastructure building blocks.

Orchestration and Flows
As part of our outline of the Business
Services Server we suggested a role
for an orchestration tool capable of
aggregating a number of finer grained
interfaces into a business service. IBM
has a clear strategy to make WSDL the 

package creates an ‘offer’. i.e., you can
use service X but it will cost you Y.

WSHT can be implemented with the
Axis server alone or in combination
with the WS Gateway. Axis supports
‘handlers’ that are Java classes you build
to process service calls on their way
through the Axis server. The hosting
technology provides an authorization
handler which plugs into the Axis SOAP
processing path.

To use the hosting technology to publish
non-SOAP services such as a Java bean
method, the WS Gateway adds the
capability to turn WSIF compatible
software assets into billable services.
WSHT provides the ready built
interceptors for authorization checks and
the generation of metering events.
Even if you don’t charge for the services,
you have a powerful management
infrastructure in the hosting technology.

Putting It All Together
WebSphere, Apache AXIS, WSIF, the WS
Gateway and WS Hosting Technology all 
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Figure 5: Business Services Server

continues...

Figure 4: WS Hosting Technology
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Services, at the same time, it is clear that
many early adopters are using Web
Services first on an internal basis.
However, clearly some question why they
need to use SOAP and HTTP when they
have a perfectly viable service based
infrastructure already in place that is
sufficient for internal needs – and
provides management technology that
Web Services so far do not. At the same
time, no one wants to have to deal with
different development technologies,
protocols, etc, for internal or external
services. IBM’s value here is recognizing
that

● Where the two worlds overlap –
such as service description – then
they should merge

● That leveraging this, they can
provide the automatic
transformation from one world to
the other.

Though available now as technology
previews, these technologies will
become part of the general release of
WebSphere in future. This should make
WebSphere a very capable Business
Services Server platform for the delivery
and management of enterprise services.

Jonathan Stephenson
jonathan.stephenson@cbdiforum.com

1. www.aphaworks.ibm.com

2. Interact 2001/December: Defining the Business
Service Server http://www.cbdiforum.com/
secure/interact/2001-12/defining.php3

3. Interact 2002/January: Implementing the
Business Service Server http://www.cbdiforum.
com/secure/interact/2002-01/implementing.php3

interface description language for all
callable software functions. Even what
we might call a micro-service, useful only
to local applications, will be capable of
being ‘integrated’ through its WSDL.
These micro-services are then
aggregated into a higher-level business
service using a graphical orchestration
tool.

Part of the WebSphere 4.1 enterprise
edition is a process manager tool that
works like a drawing tool to chain
together services, i.e. any interface with
WSDL, to form processes. Pre and post
conditions can be defined and under the
bonnet an XML WSFL document is
generated. As we have said before,
rumours are that IBM and Microsoft are
working on a new XML standard for
orchestration that will be a combination
and replacement for XLANG and WSFL.

The current incarnation supports only
synchronous transactions but the future
for this technology is for long-running
and more business-oriented processes.
Currently any process wrapped in a JCA
(Java Connector Aadapter) interface and
with an associated WSDL can become a
step in a flow. Having defined the
process the Flow can be published using
a WSIF Flow service provider.

Conclusions
IBM has been promoting their Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) approach for
a while now. Their earlier Component
Broker technology (now part of
WebSphere) was positioned as a service
based infrastructure layer. IBM should be
congratulated on taking their SOA ideas
forward and providing a true enterprise
view of services.

Though the attention of the industry of
late has focused on external Web 

IBM should be

congratulated on taking

their SOA ideas

forward and providing

a true enterprise view

of services.
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Letters to the EditorInterface
RE: MORPHING THE WEB SERVICE CONCEPT

Dear David, An interesting article indeed; thanks! 

Web services are another example of themes that are common throughout

computing. Choices that occur in programming languages and patterns are

being re-enacted at a higher level. The primary point is that we are usually

moving to ever later binding. This is the eternal “extra layer of indirection”

pattern again. What late binding gives us is more flexibility. However, it has

costs. The first one to spring to mind is the performance cost, but this is usually

not the important one. The primary cost is that both binding and operational

failures occur later. Dealing with delayed failure is much more difficult and may

even require additional use cases. For example, if a cheque bounces we need

additional processes to handle it. If instead we had a synchronous system and

cheques bounced when they were written not when they were presented the

failure would be part of the original transaction not a delayed “shadow”

transaction with reversing entries. However, commerce would grind to a halt as

we tried to verify balances synchronously. The other cost is the need to carry

around more data - in this case metadata - so that we can make our choices

later and also validate those choices. For web services these metadata are

UDDI, WSDL and DNS.

The choice when to handle failures is a key determinant in deciding if a process

should be batch-oriented or not, and whether the communication should be

synchronous or asynchronous. Note that this is not a technology-driven choice

but a business one.

These same choices and costs have been with us ever since computing started.

In 1952 McCarthy wrote the first LISP interpreter and people have been able to

combine compiled and interpreted LISP for nearly 50 years. C++ binds early and

we can strip the symbol table from the executable. Java binds medium-late and

has to carry symbols in its class files. Scripting languages bind even later and

require the source code at run time. Web services are just continuing the same

patterns and tradeoffs, and there is no “right” answer in general, just the best

compromise within a given context. Of course, if the context changes then

the tradeoffs need to be revisited and that's what happens when an enterprise

tries to move from early-bound stovepipes to late-bound shared services. Plus

ca change!

Best wishes, Hubert

Hubert Matthews, Software Consultant, Oxyware

continues...



Letters to the Editor Interface
Hi David,

I was reading the article and thinking that in fact this problem is something

we’ve seen before (and I was thinking too, that we've understood how to deal

with it too). In most architectures we’ll try to separate business function from

implementation. So, the business may be wanting to do something with products

and invoices. We may take an object-oriented approach and create some kind of

analysis model with Product and Invoice objects. And somewhere along the line,

based hopefully on some principles, we’ll decide how to implement our solution.

Here we have a choice which we didn’t have before - web services.

That’s one of the problems of hype. People start to solve their business

problems with an implementation solution. Whereas they should better think

“am I batch-oriented, or event driven?”, “Asynchronous or Sync?”, reliable,

secure, etc, etc. Web services bring some really interesting possibilities to the

implementation space.

Of course, really great implementation possibilities can actually change the

business. And web services are probably going to do that.

Regards, John.

John Donaldson, HP

Dear CBDI,

The major reason why you want a SOAP envelop even though you are not doing

RPC mode is when the vendor standardizes the SOAP headers? Imagine now

everybody uses a standard way to pass security information via WS-Security.

Of course, we are not there yet because there are still a lot of other areas need

to be standardized.

If you are just doing a message upload, there may be a very minor benefit from

a SOAP envelope that allows you to leverage existing SOAP engine products.

However for a complex real life B2B interaction, service invocation is NOT a

one-off invocation but rather a pre-defined sequence (like RosettaNet PIP). We

need some standard way to describe that. We are NOT there yet but basing on

SOAP standard can move to there easier in future.

Best regards,

Cisco

Letters are welcome and should be sent to the Editor at:
info@cbdiforum.com
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Services Based Architecture
Workshops and Seminars

We are now making this knowledge available to member organizations, either as:

- interactive workshops, for small groups which can be highly responsive to

a group’s specific needs, or

- seminars, to evangelize and educate a larger audience

The materials provide practical guidance in considerable detail, with clear

recommendations on technology and techniques. The materials focus on service-

oriented approaches to technology and application architecture covering the issues

that architects, business analysts and project managers need to understand. This

workshop considers service delivery in general, and focuses on web services in

detail. Topics include:

Service oriented architectures

Using a service oriented approach to achieve more adaptable environments;

motivation, types of services, patterns, roles and responsibilities; components

and services, provisioning and consumption; various architectural patterns;

different types of services and web services and their applicability and

challenges

Delivering the Dynamic Internet

Web services based architectures; federated operation; the new ASP model;

identifying web services; when to use a web service as opposed to a service;

implementation choices and decisions; interoperability; security and trust

models, technology, patterns, authentication and identity; standards and

protocols; availability and performance.

Process

Business process driven assembly, versioning services; life cycle management;

developing and delivering service and component architectures; review of

appropriate processes; lifecycles and techniques; acquiring services, services

as products, questions of granularity

Implementation

Technology building blocks, the business services server, delivering SLA’s

For further information see http://www.cbdiforum.com/
public/events/workshops/1.php3

Or contact us at: info@cbdiforum.com or call:
+353 2838071

Over the past six months

the Forum has developed

a comprehensive set of

thinking and materials

that define the scope and

practice of service based

architecture. Whilst many

subscribers will be familiar

with Interact reports that

have addressed this

subject, the knowledge

goes considerably beyond

published materials.
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CBDI Raison d’etre
We aim to provide unique insight on component and web service technologies and
processes for the software industry and its customers. To provide high quality analysis
and other information resources on best practice in business software creation, reuse
and management. To maintain the highest level of independence.

Modus Operandi
CBDI has three channels:

- Subscription services - provision of continuous commentary and information.

- Workshops and seminars - providing indepth briefing and guidance on advanced
architectures, processes and practices.

- Consulting - including related product management and marketing advice,
application audit and guidance, technical and business evaluation for investment

How we compare with others
We are not a mass market, media oriented organization. All material published by the
forum is unique. The majority of material is published by our own analysts, or
commissioned from others, and under strict editorial control to ensure accuracy. We
rigorously exclude spurious marketing.

We aim to provide depth insight which covers a narrow topic footprint in a deeper way
than the other analysts, and in particular cover not just the technology, but also the
architectures, usage, practices and processes.

Also we are unusual as analysts we do not simply echo what the vendors say, we are
a think tank, identifying new ideas, opportunities and providing stimulus for thinking.
We try to be thought leaders providing ideas generation and a rich source of
conceptual thinking based on practical, real world feedback.

Who reads CBDI Journal?
Technical and Application Architects, Business analysts, Consultants, CTO’s,
Designers, Product strategists, Senior Developers, Project Managers etc . Subscription
is split 40% USA, 50% Europe.

Contact us: 
For further information on any of our services contact us at: info@cbdiforum.com or
+353 2838073.

Insight for Web Service &
Software Component Practice

IMPORTANT NOTICE: The information available in this publication is given in good faith and is

believed to be reliable. CBDI Forum Limited expressly excludes any representation or warranty

(express or implied ) about the suitability of materials in this publication for your purposes and

excludes to the fullest extent possible any liability in contract, tort or howsoever for

implementation of, or reliance upon, the information contained in this publication.

Subscribe to the
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The CBDI Journal is
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addition to the CBDI

Journal, subscription

includes electronic access

to all back numbers that

now represent a significant

resource library. There are

individual and corporate

subscriptions schemes.

Corporate subscription

includes access to our

workshop materials.

For more details and to
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